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LEE
SANDERS
Good afternoon and welcome to today’s
game against London City.
I’d like to extend a warm welcome to Lisa
Fallon and all the players, staff and officials
who have travelled today.
Our last game was a very tough one for the
group. Lewes came to frustrate us, deny us
space and basically get everybody behind
the ball - and they did it very well for 70
minutes until Abby Holmes picked that ball
up. She’s drove into a really good area and
there’s been some contact and she’s won us a
penalty. We needed that at that point in the
game and, under a fair bit of pressure given
the circumstances, Beth has put it away well.

gets us higher up the pitch and gets us into
that corner where we needed to be to see
the game out. A lot of credit needs to go
to how we built-up to that goal, which has
maybe been overlooked a bit.
That win was the best start we could have
hoped for as we look to make our new home
ground at Maiden Castle a real fortress. It’s a
mindset from the players and staff - but some
of our opponents might think because it’s a
nicer pitch and in nicer surroundings it might
be easy for them. But we’ve got to make it
tough and basically go with the same
mentality that this is our home, and people
won’t be leaving here with anything easily.

It’s a work in progress at the moment and
isn’t fully ready, but when it is we look forward
to everyone being able to come here and
watch us play.
Today we welcome London City, and we’ll
be giving them the respect they deserve.
The new manager has worked with some
excellent players in her past, and excellent
people in terms of staff she’s worked alongside. I absolutely guarantee they’ll have done
their homework on us and will know what
to expect.

They have the likes of Liz Ejupi who is a
strong player in this league, Freda Ayisi who
is a handful with her good feet, and have a
It was great to see how many fans followed
strong, solid squad. London City have aspiraThat settled everything and made Lewes
our last game via our live stream. Our mestions to win this league and we’ve got to have
have to come out a little bit and we’ve got a sage is to please stay home, stay safe and the the players ready to address anything that
second goal before Emily Roberts rounded
club are doing everything they possibly can
comes in front of us - and the players on the
things off. It was absolutely fantastic footwork to get information out there via social media bench must be ready too, because they’ve
and a great finish, but the ball from Becky
and our streams - and it’s great that the FA
played a huge part in the last two games. I’m
Salicki - which has probably been missed by
Player are picking up our streams too. Please sure they will again on Sunday too.
some - was inch-perfect. If you look back on
do keep supporting the girls, encouraging
it, Mac and Mollie Lambert really aggresively the girls and giving them your backing on
won that ball and it’s broken for Becky who
social media. That’s what we need and when Thanks once again for your support.
has played a well-measured first time pass to we can, and when it’s safe to do so, everyone
set Em free. Even if it didn’t lead to a goal, it will be welcomed to the new ground.
Lee Sanders

Sarah
wilson
Good afternoon and welcome A special mention for Emily
to today’s game against London Roberts too, who has been
City Lionesses.
absolutely class in training. It’s
great to see her back and to
In our last game against Lewes, get on the scoresheet in the
we left it a little bit late to
manner she did is incredible
get going but in the end we
to see.
deserved the three points. Full
credit to Lewes as well, they
Today we welcome London
came with a gameplan and it
City Lionesses and we’re
took us a while to break them
expecting another tough test.
down, but once we got one we We know how we’ve played
got a couple and that made it against them in the past, but
a little bit more comfortable
things can change. When it’s a
for us.
new season, you have to start
everything fresh and we know it
It was nice to get a clean sheet. will be an absolute battle.
Obviously we’re always looking
for three points, but a clean
This is our second game at
sheet is a real added bonus.
Maiden Castle and we’re

building towards making this
another fortress. We know that
our old ground was a tough one
to go, and we want to make
that exactly the same here.
Now we just need to keep
pushing, build on the past
results and make it difficult for
everyone who comes here.
Thanks as always for your
brilliant support!
Sarah Wilson
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INTRODUCING

LONDON CITY
London City Lionesses is London’s first
independent professional Women’s
Football Club. The Club’s mission is to
lead the social and commercial development of women’s football as it creates a
dynamic global identity in order to better
serve young women both on and off the
pitch through an environment founded in
respect, pride, integrity and teamwork.
Established on 26th June 2019 the Club
was awarded its FA Women’s Championship Licence replacing Millwall Lionesses,
in the second tier of domestic women’s
football in England for the start of the
2019/20 season. They play their home
matches at Princes Park, Dartford.
In their first season London City Lionesses
were sitting 4th in the league table as the
season was ended due to the Covid-19
pandemic, with 8 wins, 2 draws and 5
losses and scoring 25 goals but conceding
24. In the FA Women’s Continental League
Cup London City were unable to secure a
win in the group stages having played FA
WSL sides Arsenal, Brighton, Bristol as well

City Lionesses lead on the Girl’s Academy
providing a pathway for those who aspire
to play at the highest level. The Club
also has a partnership with Middlesex
University’s London Sport Institute that
gives the club’s professional players and
coaches access to high quality sports science and rehabilitative services designed
to enhance performance as well as the
opportunity for students to enjoy work
experience placements with the club and
apply their sports and rehabilitative skills
The London City Lionesses also run a
Development squad with the team partici- on real top-class athletes.
pating in the FA Women’s National League
Reserve South East Division. Unfortunately, The Club’s ambition to gain promotion to
the league was curtailed by the pandemic the Barclays FA Women’s Super League
remains and the 2020/21 campaign will be
and results for the season voided.
led by recently appointed First Team Head
Coach Lisa Fallon and Assistant Coach
In June 2020 London City announced a
Melissa Phillips.
partnership with Shenfield High School,
as fellow championship sides London Bees
and Charlton. In their first Women’s FA
Cup they were knocked out by Reading in
the fourth round proper. Across all competitions the top goal scorer in the inaugural
season was Elizabeta Ejupi with 4, goal
keeper Lucy Thomas had the most number
of appearances at 21 with Lucy Fitzgerald
recording 20, the most appearances by an
outfield player.

Essex, collaborating to deliver an exciting
new Girls Football Academy from the
2020/21 academic year. Like their male
counterparts, female students now have
access to a fulltime programme of professional football training alongside their
A-level or BTEC Level 3 studies. London
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WE’VE MET BEFORE

LONDON CITY
Durham Women continued their stunning
start to the 2019/20 season with a
comfortable away win at London City
Lionesses.

sending a penalty into the bottom corner
after Robertson was scythed down in the
area.

Sharpe added a fourth as she picked up
Robertson’s fine cross and skipped around
Thomas before slotting into the empty net.

Braces from Beth Hepple and Iris
Achterhof were added to by Molly
Sharpe and Lisa Robertson as the Wildcats
showed their class against full-time
opposition.

Kemppi could have levelled before the
break with two fine chances – the first
blocked against by Holmes and the
second parried by Borthwick after the
Finland international had broken into
the box.

Hepple then had her second, and the
Wildcats’ fifth, of the afternoon following
a slick move which allowed her to burst
into the box before rolling the ball into the
bottom corner.

But it wasn’t all plain sailing, with the
visitors having to soak up some early
pressure.

And the Lionesses would come to rue
those chances, with Durham stepping up
the gears after the interval.

London City were then reduced to ten
players as Harley Bennett received a
second yellow card for a foul on Sharpe,
which looked to be inside the area.

Indeed, were it not for a fine block from
Abby Holmes after Juliet Kemppi has
rounded Hannah Reid, then Durham could
have found themselves behind early on.

A second would come after a dominant
start to the second period, with Achterhof
beating stopper Lucy Thomas to a long
ball and slotting home.

And while the referee awarded a free-kick,
it mattered little – with Robertson stepping
up to send an unstoppable rocket into the
top corner.

Reid was unable to continue after the incident and was replaced by Megan Borthwick, who had to remain alert to keep the
hosts at bay in a busy opening period.

That was the Dutch striker’s first for the
club, and a second would soon follow –
Achterhof skipping round a defender before firing the ball through Thomas’ legs.

Durham XI: Reid (Borthwick), Hill, Robertson, Robson, Hepple, Sharpe, Gears
(Manders), Achterhof, Salicki, Christon,
Holmes (Weithofer)

But slightly against the run of play, it was
Durham who took the lead – Hepple

And while that goal put the contest to
bed, Durham weren’t done there.

Durham subs: Bell

SQUAD
CHECK

ONE TO WATCH
LIZ EJUPI
Having burst onto the scene at Aston Villa, Ejupi has become
one of the most exciting forwards in the second tier.
With spells with the Villans and Charlton under her belt, the
clinical striker adds some real quality to the London City
frontline - and is strong in the air, quick on the ground and a
real threat both inside and outside the area.
She’s one the Wildcats must watch closely today.

ONE TO WATCH
FREDA AYISI
Another vastly experienced forward, Ayisi came through the
ranks at Arsenal and also spent time with Birmingham City
and Leicester City before joining London City.
Pacy, powerful and clinical when it matters, Ayisi has already
scored once this term and will be keen to add to her tally at
Maiden Castle.

Shae Yanez
Goalkeeper
The stopper has featured regularly for the
Lionesses since joining in the summer.
Chantelle Mackie
Defender
Long-serving full-back who brings plenty
of second tier experience.
Leanne Cowan
Defender
Missed much of last season through
injury, but is back fit and raring to go.
Poppy Wilson
Midfielder
Talented young midfielder which some
senior experience under her belt.
Hannah Short
Defender
Former Yeovil and Oxford centre back
- good in the air and a threat in both
boxes.
Ylenia Priest
Defender
The youngster has captained the
Lionesses during the early weeks of the
season.
Alli Murphy
Midfielder
Summer signing, recently handed a
Republic of Ireland call-up.
Juliette Kemppi
Forward
Finnish international, formerly on Bristol
City’s books.
Lily Agg
Midfielder
Brings some experience and quality to
the centre of the park.
Kallie Balfour
Forward
A tricky forward who netted against the
Wildcats last year.
Harley Bennett
Defender
An experienced centre back who has
Championship experience with Charlton.
Ellie Mason
Defender
Ex-Watford and Millwal player, versatile
across the back and middle of the park.
Atlanta Primus
Forward
Talented forward who joined the club this
summer. Daughter of former Portsmouth
defender Linvoy.

JOIN THE LIONESSES
SUPPORTERS CLUB

Get access to exclusive competitions,
priority tickets and the latest England news.

TheFA.com/joinLSC

PLAYER
SPONSORS

JOHN
MIDDLETON
Greetings from the Rooftop! Or maybe
that should be Castle Turret?

over the second goal - eventually given to
#BH7 direct from her corner. Lewes gave it
a good go but really couldn’t get passed
New season, new ground, there have been our defence; and, if you’re going to realise
a few changes for us to get used to over
the hope is gone, best concede defeat
the last few weeks (and that is without
when an absolute “worldy” goes in from
the challenges the current situation in the Emily Roberts!
world has thrown at us).
We’ll be hoping for another exciting game
So far, so good on all of those things - we this afternoon when London City Lionesses
even managed to broadcast the last match visit. In the reverse fixture, this time last
on three different platforms at once!
year, Durham won 6-0; up here there was a
hard-fought 1-1 draw. In fact, the LionessThank you to all those who joined us via
es finished 4th in the Table, only one point
Facebook, DHR and the FA Player. Special behind the Wildcats, so will be looking to
thanks to Mark for organising, Andy for
challenge for promotion this year too.
the filming and Phill, as usual, for covering
my silences! It was fun to do, I hope you
Hopefully you’ll be able to join us for what
all enjoyed it too, and not without it’s own should be an interesting tactical battle!
things to get over - you may have heard
Whatever way you do, let us know, we’d
that Maiden Castle has it’s own version of love to hear from you.
the New Ferens Wind!
Before I sign off this week, I must give a
Of course, all was made easier by what we mention the Facebook Supporters’ Club,
saw playing out in front of us; except for
or “The Wild Ones” as they are called.
the 30 seconds when most people present
and watching were sent into confusion
They have certainly been very active over

the last year, sharing stories and photos
with each other and keeping everyone
entertained during Lockdown.
Just like the club, the group continues to
grow; particularly due to Derek who keeps
a steady stream of posts going. I know,
like us all, they look forward to the time
when they can return to watch the team
in-person.
Until then, they’d like as many fans to join
them - we had more than 4000 people
watch the last game so I’m sure there are
many prospective “Wild Ones” out there!
Enjoy the game and let’s hear the “Wildcat
Roar”!
John
@JADMiddy

T: 0191 543 6946

E: windsorroofing9@gmail.com

DWFC Player, Jess Holder, is sponsored by Kixx York and
Kixx Middlesborough, part of a national children’s football
academy brand, Kixx UK. When Jess isn’t playing and training with DWFC, she becomes ‘Coach Jess’ with Kixx York.
The Kixx academies are a fantastic introduction to football
for children ages 18 months to 10 years of age. You can
find Kixx academies located all across the country (including Middlesbrough and Redcar, which are owned by football
league legend, James Coppinger). To find your closest Kixx
children’s football academy, visit www.kixx.org.uk.
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THERMOPATCH SPORTS SUPPLIER OF HIGH QUALITY

SPONSORS CLUB CREST NUMBERS
DIRECT TO BRANDS SPORTS CLUBS,
UNIVERSITIES AND COMPANIES
•
•
•
•

UK PRODUCTION
LATEST TECHNOLOGIES
QUICK TURN AROUND
BASED LOCALLY IN NORTH YORKSHIRE

+44 (0) 1845 577926 sales@thermopatchsports.com

WWW.THERMOPATCHSPORTS.COM
PROUD SPONSOR OF
DURHAM WFC TRAINING RANGE

PROUD SUPPLIER OF THE
WOMEN’S OFFICIAL SLEEVE BADGE
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CLUB PARTNERS
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THESE WILDCATS

JUST LOVE

TO PLAY
SSE Wildcats provide girls aged
5-11 the opportunity to have fun,
make friends and play football.
With over 1,000 centres nationwide,
find a centre near you and join the fun!

Find your nearest centre at

TheFA.com/SSEWildcats

FEATURE
INTERVIEW
She’s been a part of the club for over six years - and Ellie
Christon has plenty of stories to tell. But now, she’s hoping
to write a new chapter in her Durham journey; one which
ends with promotion...

They say loyalty is a rare
commodity in modern football
- but at Durham Women, it’s
part of the culture.

“There’s a couple of new
signings who have come in,
have done well and slid into
the side perfectly.

Just ask Ellie Christon. The
full-back, who joined the club
in 2014, has been with the
Wildcats ever since. She’s
seen highs, lows and records
broken - alongside a group
of players who have become
extremely familiar.

“We’ve been together a long
time as a group and we’re all
pretty close away from the
pitch as well as on the pitch so that really helps.”
On the pitch, it’s the start
of an exciting new chapter
for the Wildcats who have a
new home ground at Maiden
Castle.

And it’s that loyalty that has
served Durham well - both
over the course of the last
half a decade, and in the early Not that the side will need a
weeks of this season.
great deal of time to get used
to their new surroundings,
But while the group’s focus
with the facility having played
remains on the future,
host to the club’s training
sometimes they can’t resist a sessions throughout their
look back.
time in the elite of women’s
football.
“It’s unbelivable to see how
far we’ve come,” said
But now the club can call
Christon.
Maiden Castle home, Christon
is keen to see the side stamp
“When we scored at
their mark on their new turf.
Liverpool, we were just
looking at eachother and we “Playing at a new ground, we
couldn’t believe it.
need to stamp our mark and
make sure it’s another place
“That’s where the passion and people hate to come.
the emotion comes from we’ve all been on this journey “We like playing on this pitch
together and we just can’t
and it’ll suit us.”
wait to push on again now.”
Having begun life at Maiden
In the opening weeks of the
Castle with a win against Lewseason, the growing spirit
es, Durham face another stern
among the ranks has been
test against a London City
clear - with players old and
Lionesses side packed with
new gelling together
quality across the park.
seamlessly.
And the Wildcats are under no
And for Christon, such
illusions as to the challenge
togetherness will prove key as Lisa Fallon’s side will pose the campaign continues.
and indeed, the test they will
be given by every side in a
“We’ve got a really good
competitive second tier.
team spirit this year,”
explained the full-back.
“That’s the calibre of this

league - there are teams that
will cause upsets and come at
us,” said Christon.
“We have to put out 100
per cent in, like we do every
week.”
The opening weeks of the
season are being played in
front of empty grounds, with
current government
guidelines meaning spectators
are currently not allowed to
attend ‘elite’ sporting events.
But Durham supporters are
continuing to follow the club
via social media and our live
streaming of games - which
have proven extremely
popular in their early weeks.
And Christon has a message
for the club’s loyal fanbase
ahead of the Wildcats’s
second home game of the
term.
“We just need their support
more than ever.
“We can’t wait to see them
again when we can, but it’s
really good to have their support and we’re glad they’re
behind us.
“We’ll keep working our socks
off and hopefully get the
points for them.”
You can follow live updates
from every Durham Women
game on durhamwfc.co.uk or
on our official Twitter page,
@DurhamWFC.
Ellie Christon is available
to sponsor for the 2020/21
season. Email maddy.wood@
durhamwfc.co.uk for more
details.
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COOPER
DURHAM
PART OF THE INCHCAPE GROUP

COOPER
DURHAM
DURHAM WOMEN FC
AND COOPER DURHAM
WORKING IN PARTNERSHIP

COOPER DURHAM BMW / MINI
BROOMSIDE PARK
DURHAM
DH1 1HP

LATEST
CLUB NEWS
Durham Women FC are delighted to con- - A newly-built, 300-seat, fully covered
firm that the club will move to a new home stand
ground for the 2020/21 season.
- Newly-installed, top of the range
floodlights
The Wildcats will now be based at Maiden - A vast amount of free car parking on site
Castle, Durham University Sport and
- Improved public transport links and
Wellbeing Centre.
pedestrian access
- Enhanced media and press facilities,
Situated in picturesque surroundings,
which will enable the live-streaming and
the move represents an exciting step for
broadcast of games
the Wildcats and will enable the club to
- A high-quality artificial pitch and new
continue to build upon its award-winning changing facilities
match day experience and continue to
provide the best match day possible for
Further work is scheduled to take place
our supporters.
across the coming months to ensure that
our new home ground will be a first class
The venue is based at the heart of the city venue for supporters, once fans are able
of Durham, with superb public transport
to return to FA Women’s Championship
links and easy access for both pedestrians fixtures.
and drivers.
Commenting on the exciting move,
After significant investment over recent
manager Lee Sanders said: “Firstly, we
months, our new home ground will boast would like to sincerely thank Austin Carney
a number of eye-catching features which
- the owner of New Ferens Park - for the
will enhance the match-day experience
warm welcome always shown to Dawn, the
for supporters and players alike when
Players, match day staff and myself and his
complete. These include:
desire to work with the club.

“It’s a relationship we will strive to
continue in the future within the wider
club”
“However, there has been a plan to
develop the Maiden Castle site at the
university for a while and with the new
changing facilities in place and the
protocols surrounding COVID-19 it was
felt by all parties (FA, Club, University) that
now was the time to move to ensure maximum risk mitigation for players, officials
and fans on match days.
“The backdrop to the new ground is
wonderfully picturesque, it’s in the heart
of Durham and when completed in full
will be somewhere I’m certain our fans will
enjoy visiting.
“As we already train out of the state-ofthe-art facilities, I know first hand the
players are getting the best out there to
support them and this is the next step in
that support that the university is
delivering - the investment has been
significant as everyone will see.”

LAST TIME
OUT
Three goals in the final ten minutes saw
Durham Women seal victory over Lewes
– in what was the Wildcats’ first game at
their new home of Maiden Castle.
Beth Hepple netted a brace before Emily
Roberts sealed the win with a stunning
solo strike in added time.
Durham began brightly, with a fine ball
from Briggs allowing Abby Holmes the
chance to cross – her delivery nodded
over at the far post by Roberts.
Holmes then forced visiting stopper
Tatiana Saunders into a smart save before
Sharpe also stung the palms of the Lewes
‘keeper as Durham continued to apply the
pressure.
Lewes looked a threat on the counter-attack, but struggled to test Megan
Borthwick during a cagey first-half.
It was Durham asking most of the
questions as the half drew to a close –
Hepple sending an effort curling wide of

the far post as the hosts poured forward
in numbers.
And they almost took the lead with just
three minutes of the first-half to play.
Hepple turned provider, picking out Ellie
Christon who drove forward before
sending a wicked 25-yard drive cannoning
off the crossbar – with Saunders beaten.
The second half continued in much of
the same vein as Durham continued to
press forward, but struggled to unpick a
stubborn Lewes’ backline.
The Rooks looked to play down the clock
wherever possible but were still a threat on
the break with the introductions of Katie
Rood and Emma Jones adding some extra
spark – and the latter forced Borthwick
into a game save as the game entered its
latter stages.
But with ten minutes left on the clock, it
was to be Durham who a deserved lead.
After Holmes was felled in the box,
Hepple stepped up to tuck her penalty

into the bottom left corner,
And the midfielder would have her second
of the game – and third of the season –
moments later, in bizarre circumstances.
Hepple’s swung-in a corner which looked
to be touched over the line by Wilson, and
the offside flag was raised.
The referee, however, decided that the
ball had crossed the line before Wilson’s
touch and the goal was awarded.
And Durham weren’t done there – Roberts
surging forward and taking on four Lewes
players before sending a stunning curling
effort into the top corner deep into injury.
That added some gloss to the Wildcats’
first win of the season – as Lee Sanders’
side started life at Maiden Castle in the
perfect manner.
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DATE

OPPOSITION

COMP.

RESULT

1

2

3

4

5

September 2020
6

Liverpool (A)

FAWC

D 1-1

Borthwick

Hill

Salicki

Christon

Holmes

12

Lewes (H)

FAWC

W 3-0

Borthwick

Hill

Salicki

Wilson

Christon

27

London City (H)

FAWC

October 2020
4

Leicester (A)

FAWC

7

Coventry (H)

CC

11

Crystal Palace (H)

FAWC

18

London Bees (A)

FAWC

November 2020
4

Sheffield Utd (A)

CC

8

Charlton (H)

FAWC

15

Sheffield Utd (A)

FAWC

19

Aston Villa (H)

CC

December 2020
6

Blackburn (H)

FAWC

13

Coventry (A)

FAWC

20

Liverpool (H)

FAWC

January 2020
10

Lewes (A)

FAWC

17

Crystal Palace (A)

FAWC

24

London Bees (H)

FAWC

February 2020
7

London City (A)

FAWC

14

Leicester (H)

FAWC

7

Blackburn (A)

FAWC

28

Sheffield Utd (H)

FAWC

Charlton (A)

FAWC

Coventry (A)

FAWC

March 2020

April 2020
25

May 2020
2

2020/21 STATS

6

7

8

9

10

Lambert

Robson

Hepple (1)

Roberts

Galloway

Holmes

Robson

Hepple (2)

Briggs

Roberts (1)

11

Sub 1

Sub 2

Sub 3

Gears

Sharpe

Achterhof

Wilson

Sharpe

Galloway

Gears

Lambert

MARRIOTT FITNESS CLUB
DURHAM
Unwind, get fit, go for a swim whatever your goals are, our friendly team
are here to support you.
We create a welcoming and open
environment where you can just be you.
Make yourself at Marriott.
With access to our full range of benefits,
corporate membership only £45 per month.

JOIN NOW
Call 0191 375 3601
or drop in to enquire
MARRIOTT FITNESS CLUB
Durham Marriott Hotel
Royal County
Old Elvet, Durham
DH1 3JN

DON’T MISS A GAME

THIS SEASON
BUY TICKETS: DURHAMWFC.CO.UK

THE TEAMS
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
13
14
16
17
21
24
30

Hannah Reid
Kathryn Hill
Lauren Briggs
Mollie Lambert
Sarah Wilson
Sarah Robson
Beth Hepple
Molly Sharpe
Nicki Gears
Iris Achterhof
Bridget Galloway
Megan Borthwick
Becky Salicki
Ellie Christon
Emily Roberts
Hannah Greenwood
Abby Holmes
Brooke Mackain
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Lucy Thomas
Chantelle Mackie
Leanne Cowan
Poppy Wilson
Hannah Short
Ylenia Priest
Ali Murphy
Freda Ayisi
Juliette Kemppi
Lily Agg
Annie Rossiter
Grace Neville
Kallie Balfour
Hayley Nolan
Harely Bennett
Lucy Fitzgerlad
Ellie Mason
Atlanta Primus
Flo Fyfe
Shae Yanez
Liz Ejupi

NEXT UP
AT HOME
Durham v Coventry
7 October
7pm kick-off

